T-01

red hearts
with script

Floating hearts.
Dealt on an intimate
sea of love.

piano keys

Bone white and black
keys casting spells,
rising and falling, like
all the passions of
the heart.

Music marks a life.
It is a secret inner
motion. First note like a
key, unlocking all the
history of the heart.

treble clef

T-25

T-41

All the world is yours
to command.

Blessed with a
woman’s intuition
all the world
is yours to expand.

Like its own planet
Paris revolves
around love.
Centuries of iron
and stone repeating
the ancient story.

T-66

T-98

Crowning two hearts
joined in true love.

Proud flower precious
as gold to sultans first
flame of spring.

scarlet

heart & crown

T-06

A rustling of memory,
this wing, this fragment.
Fallen to earth or rising
upward, fast moving as
thought. Floating us to
that light and timeless
home of angels.

wing

T-22

king

T-45

T-05

queen

paris

T-125

T-175

Winter is the season to
dream the beginning. Like
this great tree we are all
rooted in one earth, ever
changing, ever growing.

Seventh heaven is near.
It is here, in our heart.
Abiding.

medieval tree
of life

seven of
hearts

T-215

T-236

T-251

T-275

T-281

...mercy to our
children’s children
forever.

True love deserves
neither honors nor
reproaches.

A friend dispels the
cold and warms
the soul.

This tiny visitor,
messenger of change,
bestirred from winter’s
dream to the work of
a new season, and the
passing of another page.

And the ocean asks,

grace

friendship

union

aviator

ocean’s gift

“Can it be true...that
in this world of
marvels, one’s as
wonderful as you?”

T-285

T-287

T-300

T-301

T-306

This instant of magic;
too quick to catch,
intones a song too
beautiful to end.

Majestic creature of
amethyst and gold!
Guardian of Paradise,
symbol of renewal.

Radiant cross casting
divine light upon
the four corners of
the world.

She, most ancient of
all the blooms.
Nature’s sublime
adornment of strength
and beauty.

Like the pure light of
morning, you came
into the world at just
the right time.

first kiss

medieval cross

fabled bird

magnolia

T-316

T-335

T-336

T-341

Your brilliance
lights a path
through the dark
woods of the world.

Sweetly, the winds of
summer play
as we dream the
days away.

Now and forever,
you hold the key.
You are part of my story
and will always be.

Born into a love that
exceeds any distance.

wisdom

dolce vita

the key

family

birth

T-349

king of the
forest

Wise one, standing tall.
One to look up to,
to care for us all.

T-350

T-357

T-364

T-366

T-370

Joy is ours;
the freedom to
build a dream,
a lifetime to share it.

Worship strength
and kindness over gold.
Luck smiles on every
corner of the home.

From a faraway place,
you touch my soul
and I am forever changed.

Emerging in
full bloom when
hope has
washed away.

Designed of
divine proportions,
in this sphere, life begins,
held in the arms of a love
without end.

joy

fortune

the messenger

faith

nest

T-371

T-372

T-373

T-374

T-375

The spice of life
lies in its zest.
For its risks and
their rewards,
once savoured,
taste the best.

A fearless beauty
with a swift heart,
capable of
amazing feats.

To surrender is a
beautiful journey.
Unfurl your true glory.

In her smile,
there’s a glow;
a scent so heavenly it
moves the soul.

In her eyes, a brave and
gentle wisdom.
In her heart, a loving
home forever.

citron

tiny dancer

metamorphosis

sweet rose

warm embrace

T-380

T-384

T-385

T-387

T-388

Led by forces unpredictable,
we navigate the lessons
to be learnt.

Commitment and
togetherness
protect the heart;
I believe in Love.

Old friend of mine,
thank you for the
wisdom and observations.
You are the magician
and the prophet of
good luck.

The seed of goodness
is the path to
acceptance and love,
bringing our world
together.

The root of my
foundation;
celebrated with life’s
soaring exploration.

explorer

sentiment

friend

nature’s gift

knowledge

T-389

T-393

T-401

T-402

T-404

Life’s journey
is exploring
adventures and joy,
finding experiences
to cherish.

Brilliant light that
illuminates the sky,
you are my force
and strength.

We are the guardians of
our choices; the directors
of our lives.

With compassion and
empathy, we heal and
renew.

With the breath of
spring, we long for
nature’s colour; the
flower of excellence
and passion.

voyage

resilience

gatekeeper

R

benevolence

red camellia

T-405

T-406

Balancing lessons to
learn and grow on life’s
vibrant stage.

With the balance of
strength and harmony,
we are all connected in
the circle of life.

comedy &
tragedy

celtic tree
of life

R

T-407

T-408

T-410

Spiritual reflection
engages the purity of
the mind and body.

Change is constant;
steady are our values
and beliefs as the
world turns.

Anchored hearts give
strength to hopes and
dreams.

sacred lotus

stability

hope

T-412

T-413

T-414

T-415

T-416

Journey’s way through
vast seas, discovering
valuable lessons by
chance.

Partners soaring through
the sky; champions of
love.

Joined as one, we see
no difference in the
kaleidoscope of light’s
reflection.

Firmly planted in the soul
of the earth, celebrating
the glory of humanity.

Like a giant mosaic,
shards of pattern and
presentation, we are one
world.

united

ships ahoy

majesty of
truth

kaleidoscope

R

R

collage

R

T-419

T-420

T-421

T-422

T-423

Navigate the mysterious
way of life through the
patchwork and diversity
of all cultures.

Noble in character,
honouring strength,
devotion, and
determination.

My heart holds true,
awaiting my future and
fortune.

The whole of many
parts is found in the
harmonized melody of
our song.

Soaring to great heights,
our messenger brings us
peace and promise.

cryptic

celtic thistle

adorned cuff

heart song

R

R

peace

R

T-424

T-425

T-426

T-427

T-428

There is no limit, there
is no end to the changes
witnessed in the world
and in ourselves.

Patience and kindness
nurture our soul and
our hearts.

Your spirit influences
your truth,
your wisdom shapes
your ambition.

Forever and ever, our
love is eternal.

For each stride we make,
take another step.

infinity

primrose

vitality

commitment

R

T-429

T-430

Your sacred power grants
extraordinary protection;
the symbol of eternal life
and rebirth.

In life, we find wisdom in
the purity of our heart
and our well-being
rejoices in its abundance.

amulet

R

ancient pear

R

myriad

R

T-437

a forgotten
letter

Sentiments connecting life
and emotion through the
tradition of handwritten
letters.

T-438

T-439

In the spirit of the lion,
find courage, strength,
and wisdom.

Gentle and strong
blooms, navigating
through the twists and
turns of life’s array.

valiant

morning glory

T-440

T-441

T-442

T-443

T-444

Songbird sitting on its
perch, waiting for the
break of day to burst
into song.

Ancient patterns of
Moroccan florals give
way to faraway fantasies.

The zest of life builds
enthusiasm for happiness
and creativity; the fruit
of promise, good fortune,
and free will.

(cherry blossom)

Our true and undying
love, we are forever
connected.

sweet song

stone tapestry

sweet orange

sakura

Delicate blossom of
spring; a reminder of
life’s precious moments
and beauty.

forget me not

T-445

T-446

T-447

T-448

T-449

With a fighting spirit,
be fearless in life’s
pursuits.

Unique natural beauty,
bearing fruits for all.

Respected and held in
the highest esteem;
the product of integrity
and truth.

Creating memories with
open doors and arms;
offerings of friendship
and hospitality.

Sophisticated and refined,
you are of glamorous
character.

T-450

T-451

T-452

T-453

T-459

Expression without
words, connecting the
soul through music.

Opening the doors to
endless possibilities,
you never know what
will come next…

White flower standing
so elegantly, embracing
the purity of nature’s
soul.

Through life’s journey
and all its trials, you
emerge strong and
beautiful.

Majestic birds of strength
and determination;
the symbol of good
fortune and purity.

bravery

cello

cashew apple

dice

honour

calla lily

kinship

jewel

cosmopolitan
flower

heron

T-460

T-461

T-462

T-463

T-464

Gentle blooms of early
spring, standing tall in
the light of the new sun.

A sign of winter’s end,
bringing happiness and
new beginnings.

Blooms of grandeur
transforming into fruit,
representing the beauty
and bounty of life.

Take a chance and see
how unpredictable the
game of love can be.

The sweet scent,
as beautiful and graceful
as its delicate blooms,
bringing joy to all.

T-465

T-466

T-467

T-468

T-469

Open-minded, see what
is unseen, unleash
infinite possibilities.

Near or far, my dearest
friend, you are always by
my side.

Nature’s intricate details
come to life in harmonized
melody.

Rapt by compassion and
empathy, there is beauty
in sacrifice.

Pillars of strength stand
tall, reaching ever upwards
to protect the beauty
within.

first bloom

freedom

daffodil

cherished

apple blossom

tranquility

l∙o∙v∙e
l

protector

gentle rose

arbor

T-470

T-471

T-472

T-473

T-474

Mythic being of Greek
legends, favouring brain
over brawn, outwitted
only by wisdom.

Nature’s compass
pointing the way to one’s
own path, illuminating
the hidden truth.

Resilience and fortitude
come forth through
courage and strength
held within.

The sacred heart of the
Saviour, radiant with
love; revered and adored.

Four corners coming
together, connecting us
to one truth.

T-475

T-476

T-477

T-478

T-479

Life is a never-ending
cycle of rebirth, a pattern
as old as time; the
ancient symbol of
eternity.

With perseverance and
dedication, the seeds
we sow flourish and are
triumphant.

The magic of life lies in
its possibilities and the
ability to live it to its
fullest.

Extravagant movement
sculpted in stone,
reminiscent of a bygone
time.

Threads of elegance and
strength, an intricate
depiction of our bond.

T-480

T-481

T-482

SP-01

SP-02

Love withstands all.

Celebrating life, bearing
witness to the beginning
and the end.

With integrity and
determination, together
we reap the sweet
goodness of our harvest.

Two hearts standing
together, partners in life
and love.

Bringing joyful laughter
and sweet memories;
the search begins!

sphinx

ouroboros

courage, dear
heart

nautical star

victorious

griffin

mystical

mortal

unity

salvation

baroque

mi amor

clarity

filigree

easter bunny

SP-03

SP-04

SP-05

SP-06

SP-07

In His sacrifice, there is
salvation; a divine love
for humanity.

Your love and support
is the foundation of my
strength and courage,
leading me to the path of
endless possibilities.

Your love and support
is the foundation of my
strength and courage,
leading me to the path of
endless possibilities.

Your love and support
is the foundation of my
strength and courage,
leading me to the path of
endless possibilities.

With glowing hearts we
see thee rise the True
North strong and free!
From far and wide,
O’Canada, we stand on
guard for thee.

SP-12

sacred love

SP-08

the starspangled banner
O long may it wave
o’er the land of the free
and the home of the
brave!

mom

dad

SP-09

SP-10

SP-11

Grateful for all the
goodness in the world,
appreciative of all the
blessings in life.

The revered lotions
and potions, we await
her historical recipe for
healing.

Until the end of time,
you will always be in my
heart.

thankful

SP-13

WP-01

Pieces destined to fit
together, making us one
and complete.

“The way to love
anything is to realize
that it may be lost.”

beloved

mum

wise one

WP-04

love you

kindness

“In a world where you
can be anything, be kind.”

forever

o canada

hanukkah
menorah
Reviving tradition and
faith, may this miraculous
flame light up our homes
and hearts.

SC-A

SC-01

Full range of letters
available.

Full range of numbers
(0-9) available.

- Unknown

- Gilbert K. Chesterton

Z-01

Z-02

Z-03

Z-04

The Sea-Goat
Earth Sign: Patient,
ambitious, persevering,
authoritative, self-reliant.

The Water-Carrier
Air Sign: Unconventional,
intellectual, rebellious,
sophisticated, progressive,
humanitarian.

The Two Fish
Water Sign: Adaptable,
dreamy, sympathetic,
idealistic, artistic.

The Ram
Fire Sign: Brave, impulsive,
competitive, pioneering,
freedom-loving.

Z-05

Z-06

Z-07

Z-08

Z-09

The Bull
Earth Sign: Resourceful,
dependable, loyal,
affectionate, strong-willed.

The Twins
Air Sign: Clever, inquisitive,
versatile, lively, sociable.

The Crab
Water Sign: Protective,
sensitive, tenacious,
motivated, loving.

The Lion
Fire Sign: Generous,
charismatic, risk-taking,
dramatic, independent.

The Virgin
Earth Sign: Practical,
industrious, efficient,
observant, modest.

Z-10

Z-11

Z-12

The Scales
Air Sign: Diplomatic,
hospitable, organized,
charming, just.

The Scorpion
Water Sign: Dynamic,
passionate, intense,
creative, mysterious.

The Archer
Fire Sign: Adventurous,
persuasive, expansive,
philosophical, optimistic.

SC-&

capricorn

taurus

libra

gemini

scorpio

aquarius

cancer

pisces

leo

virgo

sagittarius
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